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Figure 1: Fully convolutional neural networks for the semantic segmentation of eye tracking data as well as eye tracking data
reconstruction and generation.
ABSTRACT
In this paper, we use fully convolutional neural networks for the
semantic segmentation of eye tracking data. We also use these
networks for reconstruction, and in conjunction with a variational
auto-encoder to generate eye movement data. e rst improve-
ment of our approach is that no input window is necessary, due
to the use of fully convolutional networks and therefore any input
size can be processed directly. e second improvement is that the
used and generated data is raw eye tracking data (position X, Y and
time) without preprocessing. is is achieved by pre-initializing
the lters in the rst layer and by building the input tensor along
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the z axis. We evaluated our approach on three publicly available
datasets and compare the results to the state of the art.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Eye movements are the basis to get more information about a person.
Most research papers investigate intentions, cognitive states [4, 25],
workload [32] and aention of a person. e eye movements are
used to generate more complex features for machine learning to
classify or regress the desired information. is knowledge about a
person is important in multiple elds, like automated driving [19]
and for measuring the work load of a surgeon [6]. For the eye
movements themselves, there are also application areas like the
recognition of eye diseases [30] and the foveated rendering [42].
e elds of eye tracking applications are becoming more and
more diverse, but even today there are still a multitude of chal-
lenges. One of these challenges is the reliable classication of eye
movements based on raw data. e commonly used algorithms
require the determination of a large number of thresholds [17]. But
most algorithms are bound to certain sampling rates of the eye
tracker and do not work even if the signal is very noisy [1].
Newer approaches avoid these limitations by using machine
learning methods. is allows the algorithm to be re-trained for
any eye tracker. e preprocessing of the data is still used by these
methods; however, it brings restrictions regarding data in which
the preprocessing does not work as intended. Another problem
of machine learning is the necessity of annotated data. For this
purpose simulators have already been presented [8, 15, 51] that
address this challenge.
In this paper, we present an approach that is not bound to a
window size. We achieve this by the exclusive use of convolution
layers that are spatial invariant and not bounded to an input size.
Compared to other machine learning approaches, our approach
uses raw data as input, eliminating pre-processing. is has the
advantage that our approach works autonomously and does not de-
pend on the eectiveness of other methods. Furthermore, we show
that our approach can be used for the classication, generation and
reconstruction of eye tracking data.
Contribution of this work:
1 Processing of raw eye tracking data with neural networks.
2 Window free approach (fully convolutional).
3 Use of neural networks for eye tracking data reconstruction.
4 Use of variational autoencoders to generate eye tracking
data.
2 RELATEDWORK
Since this work proposes an approach for the classication of eye
movements as well as the reconstruction and generation, we have
divided this section into two subsections.
2.1 Eye Movement Classication
e two most famous and most common algorithms in the eld of
eye movement classication are Identication by Dispersion resh-
old (IDT) [40] and Identication by Velocity reshold (IVT) [40].
In the former, the data is rst reduced [49]. en, two thresholds
are used to distinguish between xations and saccades. e rst
threshold limits the dispersion of the measurement points and the
second threshold limits the minimum duration of xations. In the
second algorithm, however, only one threshold is used, which lim-
its the eye movement velocity. If an eye movement is above this
threshold, it is classied as Saccade, otherwise, a xation is assumed.
is second algorithm (IVT) has already been extended by adap-
tive methods to determine the threshold [10]. Together with this
adaptive threshold, IVT was also used to detect microsaccades and
automatically adapt to the noise level of the signal [11]. A further
improvement in the signal noise level adaption was achieved by
using the Kalmann lter (IKF) [24]. Here, the Kalmann lter is used
to predict the next value, resulting in the signal being smoothed
online. In addition to the velocity threshold, a threshold is used
for the minimum xation duration. A similar algorithm has been
published in [23]. e dierence to IKF is the use of the χ2-test
instead of the Kalmann lter.
Not only has the IVT algorithm been extended, but also the IDT
algorithm. e rst extension is the F-tests Dispersion Algorithm
(FDT) [47]. e F-test provides the probability whether several data
points belong to the same class. Since the F-test always expects a
normal distribution, it is relatively susceptible to noise in the data.
In the Covariance Dispersion Algorithm (CDT) [48], the F-test was
replaced by a covariance matrix. For classication, the CDT requires
three thresholds. e rst two thresholds are for the variance and
the covariance and thus represent an improvement of the dispersion
threshold. e third threshold is for the minimum xation duration.
e last approach that followed the idea of IDT is the Identication
by a Minimal Spanning Tree (IMST) [23] algorithm. Here a tree
structure is calculated on the data, where each data point represents
a leaf of the tree. Clusters are formed over the number of branches,
which represent xations and can be seen as a form of dispersion.
e rst approach with machine learning was made in for the
adaptive thresholds. Hidden Markov Models (HMM) were used
to determine the class based on the velocity and the current state
of the model [20, 23, 44]. Most models have two states (xation
and saccade) to classify the data. is approach of HMMs was
also extended with smooth pursuits [41] and an additional state.
In addition to the smooth pursuits, the post saccadic movements
(PSM) also became interesting for science. e rst algorithm deal-
ing with the detection of PSM was presented in [35]. One year
later the Binocular-Individual reshold (BIT) [46] algorithm was
introduced, which uses both eyes to detect PSM. is algorithm
also used adaptive thresholds and follows the idea that both eyes
perform the same movement. e rst algorithm able to detect four
eye movements was presented in [27]. is algorithm uses dierent
data cleansing techniques and adaptive thresholds. For eye tracking
data with a very high sampling rate an algorithm was presented in
[26]. is algorithm is able to detect four eye movement types and
is based on several steps in which all data is processed. e rst
step generates a rough segmentation and, in the following steps,
this segmentation is further rened. Meaning, that the algorithm
cannot be used online.
Novel approches for eye movement classication use modern
machine learning approaches. e rst approach to be mentioned
here is [18]. is approach uses a conventional neural net with
convolution layers and a xed window size. e data in each win-
dow is rst transferred to the frequency domain via the fast Fourier
transformation and then used as input for the neural net, which
classies the eye movement type. Another approach is described
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in [52]. Here, a random forest is used to be applicable to bending
eye tracker sampling rates. For this the input data is interpolated
via cubic splines and 14 dierent features, like the eye movement
speed, are calculated. ese 14 features serve as input data for the
random forest and must always be calculated in advance. In addi-
tion, postprocessing is performed with Gaussian smoothing of the
class probabilities as well as a heuristic for the nal classication.
A rule based learning algorithm was presented in [14]. Dierent
data streams like the eye movement speed can be provided to the
algorithm, whereupon the algorithm learns rule sets consisting of
thresholds. Based on these rule sets, new data is classied to eye
movement types. e last representative of the modern methods, is
a feature which enters the velocities based on their direction into a
histogram [13]. is histogram is normalized and can be used with
any machine learning method.
2.2 Eye Tracking Data Reconstruction &
Generation
e synthesis of eye movements is still a challenging task today. A
simple approach using a Kalman lter was introduced with Eye-
catch [51]. e Kalman lter makes the prediction of the next gaze
point and is able to generate xations, saccades and smooth pur-
suits. A disadvantage of this method is that there is no realistic
noise in the signal which reects the inaccuracy of the eye tracker.
A rendering based approach was introduced in 2002 [29]. e main
focus of this method was on the saccades but the method is also
able to generate smooth pursuits and binocular rotations (vergence).
Pure data based approaches were presented in [31] and [38]. ese
methods simulate eye movements as well as head rotations. A
disadvantage of the methods is that the head movements automati-
cally trigger eye movements. Normally, head movements are only
triggered when a target is more than ≈ 30◦ apart [34]. Another
purely data-driven approach is described in [28]. It is an automated
framework that simulates head, eye and eyelid movements. e
method uses sound input to generate the movements, which are
projected over several normal distributions onto eye, head and
eyelid movements. is approach allows the method to generate
non-linear data but as in Eyecatch [51] no noise or inaccuracy of the
eye tracker is generated. Another approach focused on eye rotation
is described in [8] and is based on the description of eye muscles
by [45]. A disadvantage of this simulation is that eye movements
cannot be generated automatically, but have to be predened. e
last rendering based approach is described in [50]. Here images
and gaze vectors are randomly generated and the simulator is used
to train machine learning techniques for detection and gaze vector
regression.
e methods mentioned so far originate from computer graphics
and do not have the aim to generate realistic eye movement se-
quences. eir actual use lies in the interaction with humans [2, 37].
is results in all movements being error free and absolutely ac-
curate, which does not correspond to reality. Furthermore, the
procedures described do not include evaluation of visual input or
task specic behavior. e rst approach to realistic simulation
of eye tracking data for static images is described in [5]. is ap-
proach uses a random sequence of numbers in combination with
statistical models and saliency maps to generate eye tracking data.
An extension of this approach that added noise is described in [7].
In addition to noise, jier based on a normal distribution was added
[9]. A multi-layer calculation approach is described in [15]. e
simulator allows to generate a random sequence of eye movement
sequences and to map them to static, dynamic, and eye tracking
data. is simulator can also generate any sampling rate as well, as
it supports dynamic sampling rates.
Machine learning based approaches have already been presented.
In [43] deep recurrent neural networks are used to generate eye
movements based on static images. A disadvantage of this approach
is that it only works on already seen images. An approach which
uses Generative Adversiaral Networks (GANs) is described in [3].
is approach uses recurrent layer and a combination of static
image and saliency maps to predict a scanpath.
3 METHOD
In this section, we describe our three approaches and how we
trained them. Each task (semantic segmentation, reconstruction
and generation) has its own subsection and is described in detail
together with the training parameters. All networks were trained
from scratch with a random initialization. While all of our mod-
els work with raw eye tracking data, it has to be mentioned that
NaN or Inf values in the input les will corrupt the result. For
the reconstruction model, those values have to be set to zero for
example.
3.1 Semantic Segmentation
Figure 2: e eye movement segmentation model used in
our experiments.
Our eye movement segmentation network consists of ve convo-
lution layers with rectier linear unit (ReLu) activation units. e
input to our network is raw eye tracking data (position x, y and
time). For our model, the input data is arranged one aer the other
(see Figure 2). is results in an input tensor that has a xed depth
of 3, a width of 1, and an arbitrary height. In Figure 2, the height
was set to 256. is arrangement has the advantage that the weight
tensor of the convolution extends over the whole depth and is only
shied along the height. erefore, a convolution always sees all
three input types (position x, y and time). In our training we used
a xed constant of one hundred as divisor for the input values to
gain numerical stability. Without this divisor, it is also possible to
train the network, but with lower learning rates, which prolong
the whole training.
e rst convolution layer has a height of two (see Figure 2).
For this layer, it is important to check that, for each superimposed
weight (along the height), one is positive and one is negative. Mean-
ing, that aer random value initialization, if two superimposed
weights in the rst layer are both positive, one is set to its negative
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value and vice versa. is has only to be done for the rst layer. All
the other layers are randomly initialized without any modication.
e last layer of our model has ve output layers. is is due to
the use of the somax loss function and these ve layers hold the
output probability distributions for the corresponding eye move-
ment types (Fixation, Saccade, Smooth pursuit, PSM, error) and can
be extended. In addition, it can be seen that our network does not
use any down or upscaling operation.
3.1.1 Semantic Segmentation training parameters. For training
on both datasets we used an initial learning rate of 10−2 together
with the stochastic gradient decent (SGD) [39] optimizer. e pa-
rameters for the optimizer areweiдhtdecay = 10−4 andmomentum =
0.9. For the loss function we used the weighted log multi class loss
together with the somax function. Aer each ve hundred epochs,
the learning rate was reduced by 10−1 until it reached 10−6 when
the training was stopped. For data augmentation, we used random
jier that changes the value of a position to up to 2% around its
original value. In addition, we shied the entire input scanpath by
a randomly selected value (the same value for all entries). We also
used dierent input sizes where it has to be noted that in one batch,
all length where equal because, otherwise, computational problems
arise due to the not aligned data.
3.2 Reconstruction
Figure 3: emodel of our eye tracking raw data reconstruc-
tion network.
e model we use to reconstruct eye tracking data has the same
structure as the segmentation model (Figure 3). e only dierence
is the output, which corresponds to the eye tracking signal itself.
At the beginning, there is the sign-based pre-initialized convolution
with the height two. en follow the convolution layers, where
the size of the convolution always doubles aer the layer with a
convolution height of seven. e last convolution layer reconstructs
the signal and has an output depth of three (X, Y, time) and a height
of twenty-ve.
At this point it must be said that the output as well as the input
layer can be extended. An example of this would be three dimen-
sional coordinates, which can be processed and trained with an
input and output layer of depth four. Furthermore, as with the seg-
mentation mesh, no input window is required, allowing the mesh
to be applied to any input length. Of course it is also possible to
train and validate the net with dierent and varying input lengths.
3.2.1 Reconstruction training parameters. For training on both
datasets, we used an initial learning rate of 10−4 and changed it aer
ten epochs to 10−3. is was done to avoid numerical problems
for the random initialized models, which end up in not a number
results (NaN). As optimizer, we used adam [21] with the parameters
weiдhtdecay = 5 ∗ 10−4, momentum1 = 0.9, and momentum2 =
0.999. As loss function, we used the L2 loss for the rst hundred
epochs. Aerwards, we used the L1 loss function to improve the
accuracy of the network. e learning rate was decreased by 10−1
aer each ve hundred epochs and the training was stopped at
a learning rate of 10−6. For data augmentation, we used random
jier that changes the value of a position to up to 2% from its
original value. In addition, we shied the entire input scanpath by
a randomly selected value (the same value for all entries). We also
used dierent input sizes, where it has to be noted that in one batch,
all length where equal because otherwise computational problems
arise due to the not aligned data. In addition, it is important to note
that for the training, only parts without error are selected since
otherwise, our network would learn to reconstruct errors or what
is most likely, is that it would learn nothing.
3.3 Generation
Figure 4: e Variational Autoencoder (VAE) used for eye
tracking data generation.
Figure 4 shows the structure of the variational autoencoder [22]
(VAE) used. In comparison to the reconstruction as well as the seg-
mentation net, we did not use the rst pre-initialized convolution
layer. is is due to the position itself is not used as input nor as
output. We used the position change in x and y together with the
time dierence as input and as target for learning. is was done to
make the output dependent to the last position of the scanpath and
avoids jumping around the image since a new scanpath is generated
based on a number of random values from normal distributions.
erefore, we need to specify randomly an initial start position
from where the scanpath is further constructed. e input layer is
is followed by two convolution layers, which also reduce the input
by half. is was realized by average pooling. e last output layer
of the encoder has a depth of two and corresponds to the mean
value and the variance of the normal distributions. en, a layer
with depth one follows, which corresponds to Z, the value of the
learned distribution. e decoder part of the network then learns
to generate new data based on the distributions. For completeness,
a brief description of the VAE is given below.
3.3.1 Description Variational Autoencoder (VAE). A VAE is sim-
ilar to an normal autoencoder and consists of an encoding and a
decoding part. e main dierence is that, instead of encoding
an input as a single point, the input is encoded as a distribution.
erefore, the encoder learns to map the input to the parameters
of the normal distribution (meanm and variance v). e decoder
in contrast learns to generate new samples based on the output of
the normal distribution z.
Since the error cannot be propagated back through the distri-
bution, the reparametrisation trick is used. e calculation of z
(z = N (m,v)) is replaced with z =m +v ∗ N (0, 1). is calculation
of the distribution is derivable and thus the error can be propa-
gated back. Another dierence between the VAE and the normal
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Figure 5: e concept of an Variational Autoencoder (VAE).
autoencoder is that the error depends not only on the dierence
between the input (x ) and the output (y) but also on the similarity
of the distributions. erefore, the loss function is added another
term, the Kullback-Leibler divergence. is divergence computes
the distance between two distributions. e whole loss function is
therefore computed as | |x − y | | |2 − KL(N (m,v),N (0, 1)).
3.3.2 Generation training parameters. For training, we used an
initial learning rate of 10−4 and changed it aer one hundred epochs
to 10−3. As optimizer, we used stochastic gradient decent (SGD) [39].
e parameters for the optimizer are weiдhtdecay = 10−6 and
momentum = 0.9. As loss function we used the L2 loss in combi-
nation with the KL divergence as described in Section 3.3.1. e
learning rate was decreased by 10−1 aer each thousand epochs
and the traing was stopped at a learning rate of 10−6. We did not
use any data augmentation technique since the reparametriztion
trick already induces some deformation in the output data.
4 EVALUATION
e evaluation section is split into three subsections. In each sub-
section we evaluate our approach for a specic task (semantic
segmentation, reconstruction and generation) on multiple publicly
available data sets.
For evaluation we used the data sets from [41] (DS-SAN) and
[1] (DS-AND) were we only used the annotations from MN for
the semantic segmentation evaluation. e data set from DS-SAN
consists of 24 recordings from six subjects. Each subject made four
recordings with dierent challenges for eye movement detection.
e data set contains xations, saccades, and smooth pursuits. In
addition in contains errors from the Dikablis Pro eye tracker, which
has a sampling rate of 30 Hz. e subjects were recorded at a
distance of 300 mm from the screen using a chin rest.
e data set DS-AND contains annotations for xations, sac-
cades, smooth pursuits, and post saccadic movement (PSM). It was
recorded using a SMI HiSpeed 1250 system with a chin and forehead
rest. e data set consists of 34 binocular recordings from 17 dier-
ent students at Lund University and each le has a sampling rate
of 500 Hz. ey used static and dynamic stimuli during recording.
4.1 Evaluation Semantic Segmentation
For the comparison of our algorithm to the state of the art we
used the algorithms [41] (IBDT), [35] (EV), [16] (I2MC), [27] (LS),
[14] (RULE) , and [13] (HOV). All algorithms where congured
for oine use since only three algorithms are congurable for
Table 1: Dierent training congurations of the machine
learning approaches used together with the HOV fea-
ture [13].
Name Conguration
knn5-20 k=5,10,15, or 20
tree1 Maximum splits 50
tree2 Maximum splits 50, Predictor selection with curvature
Exact categorization
tree3 Maximum splits 50, Predictor selection with curvature,
Exact categorization, split criterion deviance
tree4 Maximum splits 50, Exact categorization
tree5 Maximum splits 50, Exact categorization,
split criterion deviance
svm-lin Linear kernel function
svm-pol Second order polyniomal as kernel function
online use (IBDT, HOV, & RULE). In addition, we used the data
unmodied, which means that no errors were removed, nor was any
preprocessing applied with the exception of preprocessing, which is
integrated in the state of the art algorithms. For the evaluation itself,
we only considered the annotated data points. For our approach,
we used a four fold cross validation where the data of one subject
can only be in one fold.
e training congurations and machine learning approaches
used together with the HOV feature are shown in Table 1. As can
be seen we applied three well known machine learning approaches
namely k nearest neighbors (knn), decision trees (tree), and support
vector machines (svm) with dierent congurations. Table 2 and
Table 3 show the results for recall (TP/(TP + FN )) and precision
(TP/(TP + FP)). TP are true positives, FP are false positives, and
FN are false negatives. Recall therefore stands for the amount
of correctly detected eye movement samples. In contrast to this,
precision allows to evaluate the reliability of predictions.
Table 2 shows that our approach outperforms the other state
of the art approaches on both data sets for nearly all eye move-
ment types based on pure correct predictions (Recall). It has to be
mentioned that we used the raw input data without smoothing out
errors as it is done, for example, in IBDT. For Fixations, the HOV
feature in combination with the KNN machine learning algorithm
performs equal to our fully convolutional network on the DS-SAN
data set. However, For the other eye movement types, our approach
outperforms the HOV feature with KNN. For the not machine learn-
ing based approaches (EV, IBDT, LS, I2MC), it can be seen that they
perform well only for the data with a frequency they are designed
for. One example for this is IBDT, which performs well on DS-SAN
but not on DS-AND due to the higher frequency. In addition, they
can of course not detect eye movement types that are not included
by the creator of the algorithm. e best example for this is I2MC
which can only detect xations and saccades. Another issue with
the data sets itself is that the annotations change especially for sac-
cades. In the DS-SAN data set for example, saccades are annotated
aer the velocity peek while in DS-AND the velocity prole of the
saccade is annotated. is issue makes it impossible to do cross
data set evaluations.
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Table 2: Recall for each eye movement type with errors in
the input data. PSM stands for post saccadic movement.
Data Alg. Recall
Fixation Saccade Pursuit Noise PSM
D
S-
A
N
D
EV 0.61 0.73 0 0.94 0.02
IBDT 0.65 0.35 0.63 0 0
LS 0.91 0.88 0.15 0.13 0
I2MC 0.02 0.95 0 0 0
RULE 0.79 0.85 0.69 0.67 0.78
Proposed 0.94 0.93 0.91 0.96 0.89
D
S-
SA
N
EV 0.18 0.25 0 1.0 -
IBDT 0.97 0.28 0.84 0 -
LS 0.95 0 0.06 0 -
I2MC 0.92 0.10 0 0 -
RULE 0.94 0.91 0.89 0.65 -
HOV & knn5 0.97 0.73 0.91 0.70 -
HOV & knn10 0.98, 0.70 0.91 0.70 -
HOV & knn15 0.98 0.69 0.91 0.70 -
HOV & knn20 0.98 0.68 0.91 0.70 -
HOV & tree1 0.97 0.92 0.88 0.72 -
HOV & tree2 0.97 0.91 0.88 0.72 -
HOV & tree3 0.97 0.92 0.88 0.73 -
HOV & tree4 0.97 0.92 0.88 0.72 -
HOV & tree5 0.97 0.92 0.88 0.77 -
HOV & svm-lin 0.95 0.85 0.61 0.76 -
HOV & svm-pol 0.82 0.84 0.90 0.72 -
Proposed 0.98 0.95 0.94 0.89 -
Table 3 shows that our approach outperforms the other state of
the art approaches on both data sets for all eye movement types
based on the reliability of the predictions (Precision). In combi-
nation with Table 2, this means that our approach does not only
detect a majority of the eye movement types correctly, it is also
more reliable in its detections. Since our approach did not reach
100% for each eye movement type and the variety of challenges
in the real world can not easily be covered by scientic data sets,
we think that the eye movement detection is still an open problem.
e benets of our approach is the simple realization with modern
neuronal network toolboxes. In addition, it is adaptable to new eye
movements and varying annotations but this is true for all machine
learning based approaches.
4.2 Evaluation Reconstruction
For the reconstruction, we also used both data sets ([41] & [1]). For
the evaluation, a random le was selected one hundred times from
the test data set. In this le, a hundred random length and random
start positions were selected to extract sections out of the document.
In case one section already contained errors, it was discarded and
another section was selected. is approach was chosen to evaluate
the reconstruction, as our method is not intended to reconstruct an
error.
To evaluate the reconstruction quality, we injected several xed
percentage amounts of errors for each section. ese errors were
either the seing of a zero or a random number. Each position
for an error injection was selected randomly. As a measure of the
Table 3: e precision for each eye movement type
with errors in the input data. PSM stands for post saccadic
movement.
Data Alg. Percision
Fixation Saccade Pursuit Noise PSM
D
S-
A
N
D
EV 0.68 0.37 0 0.73 0.03
IBDT 0.72 0.70 0.35 0 0
LS 0.82 0.33 0.63 0.06 0
I2MC 0.09 0.08 0 0 0
RULE 0.79 0.65 0.82 0.59 0.32
Proposed 0.91 0.81 0.90 0.88 0.73
D
S-
SA
N
EV 0.78 0.31 0 0.01 -
IBDT 0.93 0.73 0.76 0 -
LS 0.77 0 0.23 0 -
I2MC 0.76 0.071 0 0 -
RULE 0.98 0.86 0.89 0.61 -
HOV & knn5 0.96 0.91 0.91 0.82 -
HOV & knn10 0.96 0.93 0.92 0.88 -
HOV & knn15 0.96 0.94 0.91 0.87 -
HOV & knn20 0.95 0.95 0.91 0.89 -
HOV & tree1 0.97 0.90 0.89 0.79 -
HOV & tree2 0.97 0.91 0.89 0.78 -
HOV & tree3 0.97 0.91 0.89 0.84 -
HOV & tree4 0.97 0.90 0.89 0.79 -
HOV & tree5 0.97 0.91 0.88 0.84 -
HOV & svm-lin 0.91 0.86 0.76 0.79 -
HOV & svm-pol 0.96 0.42 0.77 0.26 -
Proposed 0.98 0.95 0.94 0.91 -
quality of the reconstruction, we used the mean absolute error. In
addition, we visualized the reconstruction error along the amount
of errors injected.
Table 4 shows the results for our reconstruction experiment. e
second column shows the data set and the third column the amount
of induced errors as percentage. As can be seen, the errors for the
DS-AND are higher in comparison to the DS-SAN data set. is
is due to the higher resolution where the gaze points are mapped.
e upper part shows the mean absolute error for reconstructing
the entire input sequence. Since the neural network sees already a
majority of values for reconstruction, the error is low. In contrast
to this, the lower part of Table 4 evaluates values only that where
changed (Induced error). Of course the reconstruction error for
those values increases, but it is interesting to see that for the data
set DS-SAN the amount of induced error has only a slight impact
in comparison to DS-AND. is is due to the sampling rate and
that it is more likely to hit large position changes (Saccades) in DS-
AND since Saccades in DS-SAN are only one or a few consecutive
samples.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the mean absolute error for each
induced error in a input sequence as a percentage to the maximum
induced error (y axis). In addition, the x axis shows the induced
error normalized to 1. Each error input sequence is represented as a
red cross. As can be seen for both data sets is that the upper bound
is at 2% with some outliers at 3% (DS-AND) and 4% (DS-SAN). e
error for DS-AND behaves as you would expect. Meaning, that
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Table 4: e absolute error for the reconstruction of the x
and y position as euclidean distance for both data sets. e
error is upscaled to the real input value range (Multiplied by
100 to compensate for the normalization divider).
Evaluation Data set Induced Error Absolut Error
En
tir
e
In
pu
tS
eq
ue
nc
e
D
S-
A
N
D
5% 1.76 px
10% 2.06 px
15% 2.37 px
20% 2.72 px
25% 3.01 px
30% 3.29 px
D
S-
SA
N
5% 1.62 px
10% 1.68 px
15% 1.69 px
20% 1.70 px
25% 1.72 px
30% 1.79 px
In
du
ce
d
Er
ro
rs
O
nl
y
D
S-
A
N
D
5% 19.26 px
10% 22.37 px
15% 25.51 px
20% 28.84 px
25% 31.68 px
30% 34.38 px
D
S-
SA
N
5% 7.06 px
10% 7.25 px
15% 7.38 px
20% 7.41 px
25% 7.46 px
30% 7.67 px
Figure 6: e y axis represents the mean induced error
scaled to amaximumof 1. e y axis represent the deviation
percentage of the mean absolute error for the error correc-
tion in relation to the maximal mean induced error.
a larger error causes a larger reconstruction error. However, it is
not the case for DS-SAN. Figure 6 clearly shows that the minimum
reconstruction error is around 90% of the induced error. e reason
for this is that the x axis represents the mean induced error of an
input sequence and the y axis the mean reconstruction error for
Figure 7: e y axis represents the mean induced error
scaled to amaximumof 1. e y axis represent the deviation
percentage of the mean absolute error for the error correc-
tion in relation to the maximal mean induced error.
those errors. Since in DS-SAN it is less likely to hit a saccade, the
mean induced error is most likely to be at 90%. is can also be seen
by the population of red crosses in Figure 6, which are most likely
around these 90%. erefore, our model learned to compensate for
this linearly with the bias term of the neurons.
4.3 Evaluation Generation
Since we cannot directly compare generated scanpaths with other
scanpaths, we decided to use a classication experiment. e data
we used is from the ETRA 2019 challenge [33, 36]. It consists of 960
trials with a recording length of 45 seconds each. e recorded task
are visual xation, visual search and visual exploration. Since the
visual xation does not hold much complexity for generation, we
omied the data from those experiments. In addition four dierent
stimuli were used in the experiments, which are: Blank, natural,
where is waldo, and picture puzzle. For the classication itself,
we used the approach proposed in [12]. is approach consists
of transforming the eye tracking data into images. ese images
contain the raw gaze data as dots in the red channel, the time is
encoded into the blue channel and the green channel contains the
path as lines between raw gaze points. As classier, we used the
same network as proposed in [12].
e classication experiment consists of two parts. e rst part
uses our VAE to generate one thousand new examples for each
stimulus since the exploration and search task are both marked as
free vieweing in the data set. Aerwards, we used the classication
network to predict the stimuli on the generated data. For training,
of the classier we used 50% of the data set. e other 50% were used
for training the generators, where each stimuli type was trained
separately. For the generated scanpath, it has to be mentioned that
they where centered on the image based on their mean value. is
was done to avoid blank images and images where the scanpath is
only partially drawn.
For the second experiment, we used the VAE to generate data to
improve the classication result. erefore, we trained the gener-
ator on the same 50% and used the other 50% only for validation.
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Table 5: Results for the stimuli classication using the real
data, the generated data and the generated data additionally
for training.
Blank Natural Puzzle Waldo Accuracy
Re
al
D
at
a Blank 17 12 0 3 0.531
Natural 3 50 0 3 0.892
Puzzle 1 1 58 0 0.966
Waldo 0 6 2 52 0.866
Ge
n.
D
at
a Blank 386 350 59 205 0.386
Natural 267 422 149 162 0.422
Puzzle 400 73 419 108 0.419
Waldo 281 181 45 493 0.493
Ge
n.
Tr
ai
n Blank 21 11 0 0 0.656
Natural 2 53 0 1 0.946
Puzzle 0 0 60 0 1.0
Waldo 0 2 1 57 0.95
is means that the generator and the classier used the same real
data for training where of course the classier was also trained
on additional 1,000 generated scanpath per stimuli. e generated
scanpath was centered as mentioned before.
For training of the classier, we used the same parameters as
in [12]. In addition, we used more advanced augmentation tech-
niques. First, we added random noise by shiing a gaze point with
a chance of 20% around 10% of its original location. e second
augmentation technique was shiing the scanpath around 30% of
its original central position (mean). Additionally, we used cropping
of the input data which means that we used between 50-100% of a
scanpath. erefore, we selected the cropping length and starting
index randomly.
Table 5 shows the results for both experiments. e upper part
(Real Data) is the evaluation of the classication on the test set.
As can be seen, we achived similar results as in [12]. For the rst
experiment, we want to evaluate or generated examples based on
the classication. is is shown in the central part in Table 5 (Gen.
Data). As can be seen, all stimuli achieved a classication accuracy
above chance level (25%). is can be interpreted as our generated
examples contain information about the gaze behavior from the
specic stimuli. In addition, for each Stimuli, the second most
classied target is Blank (For the true target Blank it is Natural).
ose two observations mean that, either our generated data can
be mapped to random gaze behavior (Blank means the screen only
contains the gray color), or that it contains useful information
that could not be learned from the training data so far. erefore,
we conducted our second experiment where we used additionally
4,000 generated examples for training. e results can be seen
in the lower part in Table 5 (Gen. Train). As you can see by the
results, the generated data is helpful in improving the classication
results. One reason for this is that the model has to learn dierent
combinations of gaze behavior and thus rather learns important
paerns. is helps the model to generalize. In addition the data
set is more balanced with the additionally generated data (Blank
was underrepresented in the original data set).
5 CONCLUSION
We have shown that fully convolutional neural networks can be
applied to dierent task in eye tracking. ey have the advantage
that they can be used with any input size. In addition, we show
that, based on the input tensor construction, it is possible to use
raw eye tracking data with neural networks for multiple tasks. In
our results, we are improving the state of the art in the eld of
eye movement classication. Our main contribution in this area,
however, is the construction of the input tensor as well as the pre-
initialization of the rst layer. is allows the use of raw data and
makes this approach easy to use. In addition, the same approach can
be used to improve data quality for experiments already performed.
is is also a useful application as seen by the authors. Another
interesting contribution of this work is the use of VAE for data
generation. Compared to GANs, they are easier to train and can
be combined with them for further improvement. Generating gaze
data is also useful for testing many applications where the main
purpose of course remains in the realm of training data generation.
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